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Abstract
Recommender systems are crucial tools used in most
of daily-based web applications. Matrix factorization is
an advanced and efficient technique for recommender
systems. Recently, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD)
method is considered to be one of the most popular
techniques for matrix factorization. SGD is a sequential
algorithm, which is difficult to be parallelized for largescale problems. Nowadays, researches focus on
efficiently parallelizing SGD. In this research, we
propose a novel GPU approach for parallelizing SGD.
The proposed approach is more efficient than recent
parallel approaches because it utilizes GPU, reducing
non-coalesced access of global memory and achieving
load balance of threads. In addition, it does not require
any sorting and/or data shuffling as preprocessing
phase. Although platform used for implementation of the
proposed approach is old, the implementation
demonstrates 12.5x speedup over state-of-the-art GPU
method, BSGD.
1. Introduction
Recommender systems are crucial tools used
nowadays in most of applications including Facebook,
Twitter, Email services, News services and Hotel
reservation applications [1]. Recommender systems
provide users with suggested items (such as movies,
friends, news, advertisements, products, etc.).
Non-personalized filtering, Content-based filtering
(CBF), Collaborative filtering (CF) and Matrix
factorization are main categories of techniques used in
recommender systems [ 2, 3, 4].
In non-personalized recommender systems,
recommendations are based on the average of ratings
given to that item by other users. Although nonpersonalized recommender systems are simple in
implementation, it lacks personalization because each
user gets the same recommendation [1]. In CBF, items
are recommended similar to those which a user preferred
previously. In order to find similarity between users'
preferences and items, CBF systems subjectively
represent items and users' behaviors as features.
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The representation of items and users' behaviors are
major problems in CBF. On the other hand, CF is a
process of recommending items based on the
collaboration of users, or the similarity between items
[2]. CF overcomes the personalization issue with nonpersonalized recommender systems. In addition, there
are no features required to represent items or users'
behaviors as in CBF. CF fails to recommend items if
there is no common similarities between users or items.
It also becomes time-consuming when data size is large
[ 5, 6].
Matrix factorization technique is a new advanced
technique for CF. It is also known as dimensionality
reduction technique. Matrix factorization technique
compresses representation of user and item by extracting
significant latent features [3]. Such technique is
considered as one of the most effective techniques for
recommender systems [7]. It has many advantages such
as: it provides a compact meaningful relation between
users and items; recommendation process is simple; the
technique also incorporates implicit feedback and
temporal effects [3].
Although there are many advantages for such
technique over other CF techniques, building/rebuilding
the reduced model of users' ratings is complex in terms of
computations. Therefore, many researches are directed to
design fast and scalable method for CF technique [7, 8, 9,
10].
Matrix factorization is a technique which finds two
feature matrices P ∈ Rkxm and Q ∈ Rkxn such that ru,v ≃
𝑝𝑢𝑇 𝑞𝑣 , where k is the number of latent features, m and n
are numbers of users and items in the system respectively,
and pu ∈ Rk and qv ∈ Rk are respectively the uth column
of P and the vth column of Q.
The optimization problem is

nn
min ∑(𝑢,𝑣)∈𝑅((𝑟𝑢,𝑣 − 𝑝𝑢𝑇 𝑞𝑣 )2 + λ𝑃 ‖𝑝𝑢 ‖2 + λ𝑄 ‖𝑞𝑢 ‖2 ),
P, Q

(1)

where ‖. ‖ is the Euclidean norm, (𝑢, 𝑣) ∈ 𝑅 are
the indices for users' ratings, λ𝑃 and λ𝑄 are the
regularization parameters for avoiding of overfitting. (1) is a difficult optimization problem
[7, 9, 10]. Many researches proposed optimization
methods to solve (1).
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Recently, Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) is
commonly used for matrix factorization [7, 8, 9, 10]. The
time complexity per iteration of SGD is O(|Ω|k), where
|Ω| is number of ratings. However, SGD is difficult to
parallelize. Parallelized versions for shared memory and
distributed systems are found in [7, 11, 12].

Experimental results are presented in Section IV. Finally,
Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section V.

Nowadays, all systems are heterogeneous including
smart devices. These systems achieve a high performance
and energy efficiency by utilizing different kind of
processors [13, 14]. FPGAs and GPUs are the most
common used multiprocessing devices in nowadays
systems. Generally, GPU outperforms FPGA for
applications, which have floating-point-based operations
like SGD, as GPU has native floating-point processors.

The basic idea of SGD is to randomly select a ru,v from
rating matrix Rmxn where u,v are the indices, and m,n are
the number of users and items respectively. Then, pu and
qv variables are updated by the following rules.

GPU is a many-core processor, which has
powerful
computational
capabilities.
Although
GPU is basically for utilized for graphics
processing, GPU has been utilized for parallel
intensive numerical computations. A typical GPU
consists of hundreds of cores. Compared to the
CPU, GPU has better floating-point capability. A
GPU is a set of SIMD stream multiprocessors
(SMs) with a set of stream processors (SPs) each.
Each SM has an efficient shared memory among
its SPs. In addition to the shared memory, each
SM has a L1 cache managed by hardware. Local
registers are available for each SP. GPU Global
memory is used for data communication between
SMs. A CPU can read/write from/to GPU global
memory. At the software level, CUDA [15] is a
parallel
computing
platform
which
enables
software developers to program GPU devices for
general-purpose
processing
(GPGPU).
CUDA
model is a group of threads running in parallel. In
CUDA, we refer to CPU and its memory by term
‘host’ and GPU and its memory by term ‘device’.
Host launches kernels -a kernel is a piece of work
to be run by GPU threads- to be executed on
device. A programmer organizes device as a grid
of thread blocks, which consist of a matrix of
threads. For a given thread, data to be accessed
from memory can be determined by the index of
the thread. In order to enhance performance,
threads in a single block communicate through the
shared memory.
In this paper, the main objective is to propose
an innovative parallel approach of SGD based on
GPU by efficiently parallelize SGD. Unlike other
approaches, this approach aims to overcoming
time required by preprocessing phase i.e. no need
for any sorting and/or random shuffling of data,
and overcoming the complexity of the scheduler to
ensure the load balancing across computational
resources. Furthermore, our approach eliminates
the overhead associated with locking and data
locality [7].
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In
section II, we discuss existing parallelized algorithms. In
Section III, we present our efficient parallel proposal.
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2. Related Work

𝑝𝑢 ← 𝑝𝑢 + 𝛾(𝑒𝑢,𝑣 𝑞𝑣 − λ𝑃 𝑝𝑢 ), (2)
𝑞𝑣 ← 𝑞𝑣 + 𝛾(𝑒𝑢,𝑣 𝑝𝑢 − λ𝑄 𝑞𝑣 ),
(3)
where
𝑒𝑢,𝑣 = 𝑟𝑢,𝑣 − 𝑝𝑢𝑇 𝑞𝑣
(4)
is the error between the actual and predicted ratings for
the ru,v. λ𝑃 , λ𝑄 are the regularization coefficients for
avoiding overwriting and 𝛾 is the learning rate. Then
another random instance ru,v is selected, and pu and qv are
updated by applying rules (2) and (3) respectively. After
finishing all ratings, the previous steps are repeated till
reaching accepted Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [7].
The overall SGD procedure takes hours. Therefore, an
efficient parallel SGD is very useful.
Although there is a non-SGD methed like CCD++
which is a prallel coordinate descent method, we present
the state-of-the-art methods which are based on SGD
methods because generally CCD++ running time and
RMSE are still worse than state-of-the-art parallel SGD
[7]. Thus parallel SGD remains a powerfull method for
matrix factorization [7].

2.1. HogWild [12]
HogWild notices that for sampled ratings
selected randomly, the updates (2 - 3) are
totally
independent
provided
that
rating
matrix R is highly sparse. The reason is that
the ratings to be processed do not share the
same users’ identities and items identities.
Therefore, iterations of SGD can be run in
parallel
using
different
threads.
HogWild
uses
atomic
operations
when
overwriting
occurs. [7] proves the convergence under the
assumption that rating matrix is very sparse.

2.2. DSGD [16]
DSGD divides a rating matrix R into ratings
blocks which are mutually independent and their
corresponding variables can be updated in parallel.
Independent
ratings
blocks
are
running
simultaneously.

2.3. FSGD [7]
[16] points out that parallel SGD methods suffer from
some issues when they are applied in a shared-memory
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environment which cause performance degradation.
These issues are as follows:

3. Proposed Approach

• Locking problem: The locking problem occurs if a
thread is idle because of waiting for other threads.
• Memory discontinuity: HogWild and DSGD
randomly pick ratings from R (or from a block of R).
The random method generally guarantees good
convergence, however it suffers from the memory
discontinuity.
In order to overcome previous issues, [16] introduces
the following implementation techniques:

Before discussing the new proposed approach, we
highlight the issues with the parallel methods discussed
in previous section. Although FSGD overcomes two
main issues of previous implementations which are
locking problem and memory discontinuity, FSGD
suffers from the following issues:

• Lock-free scheduling: Once a thread finished
processing a block, the scheduler assigns a new block
which satisfies the following two criteria: (1) it is a
free block. (2) Its number of past updates is the
smallest among all free blocks.
• Partial Random Method: In order to overcome the
issue of memory discontinuity, FSGD simply
accesses rating within blocks sequentially, but block
selection is in a random manner.
Unfortunately, the scheduler is unable to keep the
number of updates for all blocks balanced in a case where
most available ratings are in certain blocks. [7]
overcomes the imbalance issue by random shuffling of R,
gridding R into blocks and sorting each block by user
identities.

2.4. BSGD [11]
[11] introduces batch SGD (BSGD) for GPU, where
the gradient of a batch of ratings are taken at the same
time. [11] proves that for a selected small batch size,
BSGD works like SGD. BSGD mainly grids the GPU
into s thread blocks where s is the batch size. Each thread
block has k threads where k is number of latent features.
Before starting the algorithm, shuffling the dataset is
always done. Then, batches are sent to the GPU in
streaming manner. Each rating from a batch is assigned
to a corresponding thread block.

2.5. GPUSGD [20]
GPUSGD divides a rating matrix R into ratings
blocks which are mutually independent and their
corresponding variables can be updated in parallel.
Independent ratings blocks are running simultaneously
using thread blocks of GPU. Authors prove that all
independent ratings (i.e. ratings are not sharing the same
rows and columns) inside each block can be tagged with
same tag number. Therefore a preprocessing phase,
tagging and sorting ratings inside each block are
performed to provide coalesced access and independent
updates by GPU block threads. The experimental results
show that GPUSGD performs much better in
accelerating the matrix factorization compared with the
existing state-of-the-art parallel methods.
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• Ineffective complex scheduler: In order to overcome
load imbalance in DSGD, a complex logic scheduler
has been proposed. However the scheduler is unable
to keep the number of updates for all blocks balanced
in a case where most available ratings are in certain
blocks. Many systems including Netflix and
MovieLens suffer from such issue [17]. Therefore,
complex scheduler is considered impractical without
applying random shuffling, gridding of all ratings
into blocks and sorting each block by user identities
before running DSGD [7].
• Complexity of random shuffling of all ratings and
sorting blocks: Although random shuffling, gridding
R into blocks and sorting each block by user
identities is excellent solution for overcoming
imbalanced updates for blocks, time complexity
required for random shuffling are O(m+n) as random
shuffling is performed for row indexes and column
indexes separately. In addition, time complexity for
sorting users/items identities in each block is
O(mlogm)/O(nlogn) respectively as each block has
space of O(mn). [7] excludes these times from
calculations of time required for FSGD. These times
cannot be excluded from overall processing time, as
rating matrices for dynamic systems have to be
updated frequently. Therefore, random shuffling and
sorting blocks are necessary each time running
FSGD.
For BSGD, the following issues have to be
considered:
• Complexity of random shuffling of rating matrix:
BSGD requires random shuffling of rating matrix at
the beginning in order to split data into batches. As
mentioned in previous point, time complexity for
random shuffling cannot be excluded.
• Non-utilized GPU: BSGD assigns each thread block
with only one rating from R.
• Non-scalability: BSGD implementation was in a
limited size rating matrix. In case of increasing the
number of ratings, the processing time increases
proportionally.
For GPUSGD, the following issues have to be
considered:
• Complexity of preprocessing phase: GPUSGD
requires partitioning of rating matrix, tagging blocks
entries, and sorting each block by tags.
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• Non-utilized GPU resources: GPUSGD assumes that
rating matrix is not sparse which is not the case in
recommender systems.
In order to overcome previous issues, we
propose Efficient SGD (ESGD) for GPU. First, we
represent the ratings as one-dimensional array R of
length L. Each entry of R has the following format
(u_id, i_id, r) where u_id is user identity, i_id is
item identity and r is rating provided by user_id to
i_id. In ESGD, ratings and feature matrices (P and
Q) are stored in global memory of GPU device.
We grid the GPU into two-dimension thread
blocks and each thread block has one-dimension
threads of size th_size such that th_size is multiple
of k (number of features). Threads inside each
thread block load shared memory with sh_size
ratings in st steps, where sh_size = th_size x st.
The loading process is performed in coalesced
manner to overcome the issue of random access of
global memory (memory discontinuity)[7]. Figure
1 shows an example of loading R to shared
memory of two thread blocks in two steps where L
= 8, th_size = 2 and sh_size = 4.
Threads access ratings randomly from shared
memory using pre-calculated random array (Rand). Rand
is an array containing a pre-calculated random numbers
from 0 to sh_size – 1. It is worth to mention that the
process of generating Rand is offline and one-time.
Figure 2 shows an example of accessing ratings randomly
from shared memory of a thread block in two steps when
sh_size = 4 and th_size = 2. Shaded entries of shared
memory show the accessed entries at a certain moment.
In order to assure a high probability of independent
updates, we define the following two probabilities:

• The probability of overwriting happens (𝑃̅𝑢 )
when l > 𝑚 or l > n. Then, 𝑃̅𝑢 = 1.
Proof
After 1st random selection of independent
rating, the ratings which are sharing the same row
or column removed, so the matrix dimensions are
reduced to be (m-1) x (n-1). For (m-1)th selection,
the matrix dimension become 1 x (n-m-1).
Consequently, any additional selection means
overwriting occurs.
Using our proposed approach where l > m, the
probability of overwriting is (x/st) where x is the
sparsity of the rating matrix and st is the number of
steps to process rating matrix. For large practical
systems, sparsity is lower than 0.005. Therefore
using st =2, the probability of overwriting becomes
0.0025. Therefore assure high probability of
independent updates of rows of P and Q by
random access of shared memory in predefined
steps (st). In case of updating the same rows of P
and Q, we use atomic operations.

Figure 1. Process of loading rating array into shared
memory of thread blocks

• The probability of getting l random ratings from
rating matrix Rmxn (Pu ). Then
𝑃𝑢 =

The number of combinations to get l independent ratings (𝑈)

Where 𝑈 =

𝑇ℎ𝑒 𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑏𝑖𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠(𝐴)

∏𝑙−1
𝑘=0 𝐽𝑘⁄
𝑙!

given that 𝐽𝑘 = (𝐽𝑘−1 − 2√𝐽𝑘−1 + 1) and J0 = nm,
and 𝐴 = (𝑛𝑚
)
𝑙

Figure 2. An example of accessing shared memory
randomly

It is required to have l random selections for
independent ratings. Let Jk is the number of
possible independent ratings at (k+1)th selection
where 0 ≤ k < l. For 1st selection (k = 0), J0=nm as
we can select any rating from matrix ratings. For
2nd selection (k=1), J1 = nm - (2√𝑛𝑚 -1) where
(2√𝑛𝑚 -1) are the ratings which are in the same
row or column of 1st selection.

We
assure
a
high
probability
of
independent updates of rows of P and Q by
random
access
of
shared
memory
in
predefined steps (st). Suppose that x% of R
are
suffering
from
the
overwriting
issue
(sharing
same
user
identity
or/and
item
identity) using our approach the percentage
will be (x/st)%. In a case of updating the
same rows of P and Q, we use atomic
operations.

At K step, 𝐽𝑘 = (𝐽𝑘−1 − 2√𝐽𝑘−1 + 1). Therefore, total
number of permutations will be ∏𝑙−1
𝑘=0 𝐽𝑘 . In order to
remove repetitions, we divide the ∏𝑙𝑘=0 𝐽𝑘 by 𝑙!.

As threads access ratings in shared memory
randomly, therefore P and Q rows are accessed randomly,
which degrades performance drastically. Therefore, we
assign each consecutive k threads the task of accessing P
and Q rows of a certain rating. Consequently, the access

Proof
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of P and Q becomes coalesced which enhances the
performance dramatically. Figure 3 and Figure 4 shows
two examples of non-coalesced and coalesced access of
P rows where th_size = 2 and k = 2. We assume the
user_id of two ratings are 0 and 200 consequently.

Figure 3. Example of non-coalesced access for P

5.
6.
7.

copy d_P and d_Q to host P and Q
calculate RMSE
Repeat steps 3, 4, 5 and 6 until reaching accepted RMSE
value

Algorithm 2. The ESGD kernel
Require d_R, d_P, d_Q, d_Rand
1.
col = blockIdx.x * blockDim.x + threadIdx.x
2.
row= threadIdx.y
3.
abs_threadIdx = row * blockDim.y + col
4.
abs_blockIdx = bockIdx.y * gridDim.x + blockidx.x
5.
thIdx = threadIdx.x
6.
define shared memory array sh_rat of sh_size length
7.
define shared memory array sh_pred of th_size/k length
8.
for i = {0,…,st-1} do //loading data into shared memory
9.
sh_rat[blockDim.x*i+thIdx] =
d_R[blockDim.x*i+thIdx+sh_size*abs_blockIdx]
10.
synchronize threads
11. end for
12. for i = {0,…,st-1} do
13.
randIdx = Rand[thIdx + st * th_size]
14.
for j = {0,…, k-1} do
15.
synchronize threads
16.
newThIdx = (thIdx + j * th_size)/k
17.
u = sh_rat[newThIdx + j * th_size].u_id
18.
v = sh_rat[newThIdx + j * th_size].i_id
19.
r = sh_rat[newThIdx + j * th_size].r
20.
p_q_idx = thIdx%k
21.
p = P[u_id,p_q_idx]
22.
q = Q[i_id,p_q_idx ]
23.
atomicAdd(sh_pred[thIdx/k], p*q)
24.
synchronize threads
25.
eu,v = r - sh_pred[thIdx/k]
26.
d_u = γ(eu,v q − λP p)
27.
d_v = γ(eu,v p − λQ q)
28.
atomicadd(P[u_id,p_q_idx], d_u)
29.
atomicadd(Q[i_id,p_q_idx], d_v)
30.
end for
31. end for

Figure 4. Example of coalesced access for P
Algorithm 1 shows the overall procedure of ESGD.
First, we grid the GPU into two-dimensional thread
blocks with size of √𝐿/𝑠ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑥 √𝐿/𝑠ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 , and
organize each thread block to have th_size of threads
where th_size x st = sh_size (steps 1 and 2). Then, host
copies R, feature matrices (P and Q) and Rand array to
global memory of the GPU (step 3). Then, calling for
kernel execution is performed (step 4). Finally, device
copies P and Q to host for calculation of RMSE (steps 5
and 6). Steps 3, 4, 5 and 6 are repeated until reaching
accepted RMSE. Algorithm 2 shows the GPU kernel
algorithm. The modular arithmetic operation (step 21) is
expensive on GPU, so that it is important to select k to be
radix 2. Therefore, performing bitwise operation (x mod
k = x & (k – 1)) improves the performance. For simplicity
and better presentation of Algorithm 1 and 2, we assumed
that results of division and root operations are integer
numbers.
Algorithm 1. The overall procedure of ESGD
Require R, P, Q, st, Rand, sh_size, L, th_size, k
1.
grid device in two-dimension thread blocks of size
(√𝐿/𝑠ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒, √𝐿/𝑠ℎ_𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒)
2.
set # of threads in each thread block to be th_size
3.
copy R, P, Q, Rand to device (d_R, d_P, d_Q, d_Rand
respectively)
4.
call device kernel ESGD_kernel(d_R, d_P, d_Q, d_Rand)
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4. Experiments and Results
We evaluated our proposed GPU-based ESGD on real
free datasets available from MovieLens. For our
experiments, we used 100K, 1M and 10M MovieLens
datasets. The initial values of P and Q are randomly
generated with a uniform distribution. Table 1 shows
statistics and parameters used for each dataset. We
evaluated the accuracy of ESGD using RMSE metric. As
the objective of the research is to enhance the
performance rather than RMSE, so we apply fixed
learning rate instead of an adaptive learning rate.
Table 1. The statistics and parameters for each dataset
Dataset

100K

1M

10 M

Mm
Mn
# Training
# Test
Mk
Mλ
M𝛾
sh_size
th_size
St

943
1,683
90,000
10,000
16
0.05
0.01
2000
1000
2

6,040
3,952
810,082
89,915
16
0.05
0.01
2000
1000
2

71,567
65,133
9,000,000
1,000,000
16
0.05
0.05
2000
1000
2
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We first normalize data of rating matrix before
applying ESGD by subtracting baseline predictor
(bu_id,i_id) prior to computation model [18]. Baseline
predictor form used is

required versus number
BSGD and ESGD.

of

iterations

between

bu_id,i_id = µ + bu_id + bi_id
where µ is the average overall ratings, bu_id and bi_id are
user and item baseline predictors, respectively. They are
calculated as per the following equations:
𝑏𝑢_𝑖𝑑 =
𝑏𝑖_𝑖𝑑 =

1
|𝐼𝑢_𝑖𝑑 |
1
|𝑈𝑖_𝑖𝑑 |

∑ ( 𝑟𝑢_𝑖𝑑,𝑖_𝑖𝑑 − µ)
𝑖∈𝐼𝑢_𝑖𝑑

∑ ( 𝑟𝑢_𝑖𝑑,𝑖_𝑖𝑑 − 𝑏𝑢_𝑖𝑑 − µ)
𝑢∈𝑈𝑖_𝑖𝑑

In prediction steps, we added the bu_id,i_id to the ESGD
prediction results in order to get a correct values of
RMSE.
In order to calculate total time required per iteration
for ESGD (t), we used the following equation:
t = thd + tGPU + tdh
where tGPU is the GPU processing time, thd and tdh are the
times required to transfer data from host to GPU and vice
versa, respectively.
Regarding platform, we used a Laptop Sony
VPCEG28FA with Intel i5 2.4 GHz processor and 4GB
RAM. The GPU is NVIDIA GeForce 410M with 512 MB
dedicated RAM. After running ESGD for 100K, 1M and
10M datasets, we found that times required per iteration
are 0.02, 0.20 and 2.29 sec(s) respectively. It is
worthwhile to mention that time required per iteration is
constant for a given dataset as the behavior of ESGD per
each iteration does not change. Table 2 shows minimum
RMSE and the number of iterations to get it for each
dataset.
Table 2. The Minimum RMSE and the Number of
Iterations to get it for each dataset
Dataset
100K
1M
10M

RMSE
0.9378
0.8991
0.8709

# of iterations
8
11
15

Compared with previous methods mentioned in
the previous section, our method is the fastest one,
as it does not require any time for shuffling dataset
and/or sorting portions of the dataset before
processing it. BSGD processed ratings from first
50,000 users on the first 2,000 movies of Netflix
data [19, 20]. We used the same dataset to
compare the performance of ESGD with BSGD.
Although processing time of BSGD does not
include preprocessing time, processing time per
iteration of ESGD is 0.1 sec and the processing
time for BSGD requires on best case 1.255 sec per
iteration. Accordingly, ESGD demonstrates 12.5x
speedup over BSGD. Figure 5 compares time
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Figure 5. A comparison between BSGD and ESGD

5. Conclusions and Future work
In this research, we proposed ESGD which is GPUbased innovative parallel method for SGD. Unlike
previous methods, ESGD does not require any sorting
and/or random shuffling of data as preprocessing phase.
In addition, ESGD does not require any complex
scheduler for load balancing of data across computational
resources. In ESGD, utilization of computational
resources and load balancing of data are accomplished.
Although the platform used for experiments is not up-todate, our results show that ESGD is the fastest method
over any previous methods. The time required per
iteration is 2.29 secs for 10M dataset. Despite of that
performance is the objective of ESGD, The RMSE of
ESGD reaches 0.8709 in 15 iterations.
It would be beneficial to investigate the best
parameters to use i.e. th_size and st. It is clear that for
small values of st, number of iterations becomes smaller,
however probability of updating same rows of P and Q
increases which might degrade the performance. In
addition, it would be extremely interesting to study the
possibilities to overcome the limitation of GPU global
memory i.e. ratings size is bigger than global memory
size. Therefore, it is necessary to study the following two
main approaches to accomplish better performance for
big data. First, pipelining the data transfer from/to GPU
and kernel execution. Second, using GPU clustering to
parallelize the execution [20].
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